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Thank You For Buying Fast Tracks Products!

Fast Tracks was born out of my frustration with building accurate and reliable 
turnouts by hand. I just felt that there had to be a better way. So after a lot of 
experimenting and trial and error I came up with a solution that worked so well, 
that I decided to offer track assembly fixtures for sale to other model railroad-
ers.

I have spent a lot of time ‘sweating the details’ and have worked hard to produce 
the highest quality product possible. If you are not 100% satisfied with your Fast 
Tracks product, or are not getting the results that you expected, then please 
contact me directly at service@fast-tracks.net and I will try and help you out, or 
arrange to refund your money.

If you are happy with your Fast Tracks product, then please tell your friends! De-
spite our hyper-linked and over-connected society, I still rely mostly on satisfied 
customers and word of mouth to promote my products.

You will always find the latest version of these instructions on the Fast Tracks 
website at www.handlaidtrack.com/documents.php. I would suggest that you book-
mark this address in your browser so that if you ever misplace or wear out these 
instructions you will be able to download another copy from our website. 

We also maintain an online discussion forum about Fast Tracks products on our 
website at www.handlaidtrack.com/forums. There you will find a host of informa-
tion & advice from myself and other customers. Why not drop by and tell us how 
you are making out with your hand laid track project?

I also publish a personal blog on the Internet at www.bronx-terminal.com. I regu-
larly post images, videos and comments about the progress I am making with my 
personal projects, so stop buy and have a look!

Also, Fast Tracks is on Facebook!   If you are a Facebook user, join our Fast 
Tracks page as I frequently update it with what is going on here during the day.

Again, thank you for your purchase. And please do not hesitate to contact me if 
you have any questions or problems with your product. I will do my best to reply 
within one business day.

Tim Warris & the staff of Fast Tracks 
service@fast-tracks.net 
www.fast-track.net

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Fast-Tracks/163506563667598
http://www.handlaidtrack.com/documents.php
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Using The StockAid Stock Rail Base Removal Tool

The Fast Tracks StockAid tool is designed to precisely remove a section of the base 
of the stock rail by hand with ease.

Trackwork with switchpoints requires a short section of the stock rail base to be re-
moved to provide clearance for the switchpoints to tightly close against the stockrail.

The StockAid tools is a “one size fits all tool”, therefore it can be used with any size 
Turnout, Wye, Slip, 3-Way switch, or any other piece of trackwork where the base of 
the rail needs to be removed to accommodate switchpoints. The way you use the tool 
is the same for all switch types.

The same tool can be used to file both the right and left stock rails.

This builder’s guide will detail how to get consistent, precise results from your Stock-
Aid tool.

Additional Items You will Need

You only need a couple of extra tools for filing the base of the switchpoint rail. These 
include:

1. A new, sharp 10” Mill 2nd Cut file (Use your old files for stirring paint!)
2. A sharpie marker

Related Documents

The following documents may be referred to in this document and may be needed dur-
ing construction. You may want to print out copies of them now.

These documents will be included on the documentation DVD that you received with 
your fixture, or you can download the latest version from our website.

•	 Using The Fast Tracks PointForm Tool - www.handlaidtrack.com/documents/
ug10.pdf

 

http://www.handlaidtrack.com/v/vspfiles/documents/ug10.pdf
http://www.handlaidtrack.com/v/vspfiles/documents/ug10.pdf
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Step 1

Place a length of rail to be used as 
the stock rail into the fixture onto 
the prepared PC board ties. (Image 
1)

You will notice that the base of the 
switch point will overlap the base of 
the stock rail. (Image 2) The base 
of the stock rail is what needs to 
be removed so that the switch point 
will fit tightly against the stock rail.

Step 2
Mark the area of the stock rail 
where the rail base needs to be 
removed. This will be the section of 
rail from where the switch points 
will end (Image 3 - End 1) to just 
past the throwbar and where the 
stock and closure rail grooves on 
the fixture diverge. (Image 3 - End 
2).

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3
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Step 3
Using a marker, highlight the en-
tire area on the base of the rail 
that needs to be removed. (Image 
4) This will make it easy to see this 
area once the rail is clamped into 
the StockAid tool.

Step 4
Slide the stock rail into the Stock-
Aid tool with the area that you 
marked in Step 2 exposed in the 
filing section of the tool. (Image 5)

The end identified in Image 2 as 
End 1 should be aligned against the 
edge of the filing section of the 
tool.

Step 5
Tighten the screws just enough to 
secure the rail into the tool with-
out crushing the rail. While tight-
ening the screws firmly hold the 
mid section of the rail against the 
filing face to ensure it is clamped 
evenly into the tool. (Image 6)

Image 4

Image 5

Image 6

 

Tightening The Screws
 

To avoid crushing the rail or bind-
ing the screws, it is important 
that you incrementally tighten 
each screw until the rail is firmly 
held in the tool. If you over-tight-
en one screw without tightening 
the opposite screw by an equal 
amount, you will crush the rail and 
bind the screws in the tool.

Be careful not to overtighten! 
Tighten the screws just enough to 
prevent the rail from moving.
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Step 6
Using a sharp file, remove the base 
of the rail by filing in an upward 
motion while holding the tool firmly. 
(Image 7)

Some “chatter” may occur while you 
are filing, especially for smaller rail 
codes. To correct this, apply lighter 
pressure on the file and take your 
time.

Step 7
The objective is to remove a sec-
tion of the rail so that one end is 
squared off (Images 9 & 10), while 
the other end is tapered. (Image 
11)

The squaring effect can be easily 
achieved by filing right up to the 
edge of the filing area of the tool. 
(Image 8).

Opposite to the squared end you 
want to taper the rail over the 
length of the area you marked with 
the marker.

Image 7

Image 9

Image 8

Image 10
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Step 8
Repeat steps 1 through 7 for the opposite stock rail.

Image 11
This image shows the finished stock rail. Notice how the right end is tapered, while 
the left end is cut square.


